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BEURLING-FOURIER ALGEBRAS OF COMPACT QUANTUM
GROUPS: CHARACTERS AND FINITE DIMENSIONAL
REPRESENTATIONS
UWE FRANZ AND HUN HEE LEE
Abstract. In this paper we study weighted versions of Fourier algebras of
compact quantum groups. We focus on the spectral aspects of these Banach
algebras in two different ways. We first investigate their Gelfand spectrum,
which shows a connection to the maximal classical closed subgroup and its
complexification. Second, we study specific finite dimensional representa-
tions coming from the complexification of the underlying quantum group.
We demonstrate that the weighted Fourier algebras can detect the complex-
ification structure in the special case of SUqp2q, whose complexification is
the quantum Lorentz group SLqp2,Cq.
1. Introduction
To a locally compact group G one can associate a commutative Banach alge-
bra ApGq called the Fourier algebra. As a Banach space ApGq is the (unique)
predual of V NpGq the group von Neumann algebra of G and there is a natural
inclusion ApGq ãÑ C0pGq, where the algebra multiplication on C0pGq, i.e. the
pointwise multiplication, is inherited to ApGq. The Fourier algebra ApGq con-
tains enough information to determine the underlying group G. In particular,
we have the Gelfand spectrum SpecApGq – G as topological spaces. Recently,
there have been several studies on the weighted versions of Fourier algebras
([10, 17, 18]) under the name of Beurling-Fourier algebras. Especially, [18]
deals with the spectral theory of Beurling-Fourier algebras on compact groups.
For a compact group G a function w : IrrpGq Ñ p0,8q is called a weight if
wptq ď wpsqwps1q, @s, s1, t P IrrpGq, t Ď s J s1.
Here, IrrpGq is the equivalence class of all irreducible unitary representations
of G, and t Ď s J s1 means that t is a subrepresentation of the tensor product
s J s1, which will be clarified later. A weight w gives rise to a weighted space
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ApG,wq given by
ApG,wq :“ tf P CpGq| ||f ||ApG,wq :“
ÿ
sPIrrpGq
nswpsq|| pf psq||1 ă 8u,
where ns refers to the dimension of the representation s, ||X||1 is the trace
norm of a square matrix X and pfpsq is the Fourier coefficient of f at s given bypfpsq “ ş
G
fpgqs¯pgqdg, where s¯ is the conjugate representation of s. It has been
shown that ApG,wq is still a commutative Banach algebra under the point-
wise multiplication. It is natural to be interested in the Gelfand spectrum
SpecApG,wq and it has been proved to be closely related to the complexi-
fication of G ([18]). This connection is based on the fact that PolpGq, the
algebra of coefficient functions of irreducible unitary representations of G, is
sitting densely inside of ApG,wq regardless of the choice of w. Then, we have
SpecApG,wq Ď SpecPolpGq, the set of all non-zero multiplicative functionals
on PolpGq. The latter object SpecPolpGq can be regarded as a subset of the
algebraic dual PolpGq:, which allows a natural locally compact group structure.
In [19] K. McKennon defined SpecPolpGq to be an abstract complexification
of G, which we denote by GC, following the same construction of a universal
complexification model for a compact connected Lie group G by Chevalley ([4,
III. 8]).
From the above discussion we could argue that SpecApG,wq is always real-
ized inside of the complexification GC of G. Moreover, in many cases, the union
of SpecApG,ωq becomes the whole complexification. For example, we consider
an abelian example of G “ T and wβ : Z Ñ p0,8q, n ÞÑ β
|n|, β ě 1. It is
well-known ([13, Proposition 2.8.8]) that
SpecApT, wβq – tc P C :
1
β
ď |c| ď βu
homeomorphically. The right hand side of the above identification actually
comes from the observation SpecApT, wβq Ď SpecPolpTq “ TC “ C
˚, which
is independent of the choice of weight wβ. This universal point of view allows
us to compare various spectrums SpecApT, wβq in the same framework and we
have ď
βě1
SpecApT, wβq – C
˚ “ TC.
The simplest non-abelian example would be G “ SUp2q with wβ : IrrpSUp2qq “
1
2
Z` Ñ p0,8q, s ÞÑ β
2s, β ě 1. Then it has been shown ([18, Example 4.5])
that
SpecApSUp2q, wβq – tU
»–c 0
0 c´1
fiflV : U, V P SUp2q, 1
β
ď |c| ď βu,
homeomorphically. As before the right hand side of the above identification
actually comes from the observation SpecApSUp2q, wβq Ď SpecPolpSUp2qq “
SUp2qC “ SL2pCq, which is independent of the choice of weight wβ, so that we
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have ď
βě1
SpecApSUp2q, wβq – SL2pCq “ SUp2qC.
In this paper we would like to continue the above line of research in the quan-
tum context. For a compact quantum group G we will first define Beurling-
Fourier algebras ApG, wq extending the case of compact groups. Since the
resulting Banach algebra ApG, wq is non-commutative in general we have two
possible directions to pursue. First, we can directly follow the classical situ-
ation by investigating the Gelfand spectrum SpecApG, wq. It turns out that
SpecApG, wq contains the information about the complexification of the max-
imal classical closed subgroup of G. One of the main differences here is that
the algebra ApG, wq is in general non-commutative whilst ApG,wq is always
commutative. It is quite natural to expect that the Gelfand spectrum of non-
commutative Banach algebra will provide only a limited amount of information.
This limitation leads us to look for other aspects of ApG, wq. Let us go back to
the classical situation of a compact Lie group G. We already know that
SpecPolpGq – GC – SpecC0pGCq
as locally compact spaces. Note further that the Gelfand spectrum SpecC0pGCq
is the same as the C˚-algebra spectrum spC0pGCq, which is the set of equiv-
alence classes of all irreducible ˚-representation π : C0pGCq Ñ BpHq for some
Hilbert space H equipped with the canonical topology. The latter provides
us with a possible quantum extension of the story. More precisely, if we be-
gin with an irreducible ˚-representation π : C0pGCq Ñ BpHq then H must be
1-dimensional and there is a point x P GC such that π “ ϕx, the evaluation
functional on C0pGCq at x. The functional ϕx can be transferred to the setting
of HpGCq, the space of holomorphic functions on GC and from the standard
Lie theory it is well-known that PolpGq can be embedded in HpGCq in a canon-
ical way. We would like to repeat the same procedure in the quantum setting,
namely, we consider the complexification of the compact quantum group G. It
is commonly believed that the Drinfeld-double construction gives us an object
we should regard as the complexification in many genuine quantum group cases,
but we will focus on the most well-understood example of SLqp2,Cq, which is
the complexification of SUqp2q, ´1 ă q ‰ 0 ă 1.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we collect basic material we
need in this paper including the definition of SLqp2,Cq. In section 3 we define
Beurling-Fourier algebras on compact quantum groups using central weights. In
section 4 we investigate the Gelfand spectrum of the Beurling-Fourier algebras
on compact quantum groups and clarify its connection to the complexification
of the maximal classical closed subgroup. In the final section 5 we begin with
more details of SLqp2,Cq and the associated Iwasawa decomposition. We, then,
consider a certain family of irreducible ˚-representations on C0pSLqp2,Cqq and
classify them according to their (complete) boundedness on Beurling-Fourier
algebras.
3
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Compact quantum groups. In this paperb refers to the minimal tensor
product of C˚-algebras and operator spaces, whilst d denotes the algebraic
tensor product.
Recall that a compact quantum group G is a pair pCpGq,∆q, where CpGq
is a unital C˚-algebra considered as the algebra of continuous functions on G
and ∆ : CpGq Ñ CpGq b CpGq is a unital, injective ˚-homomorphism which is
coassociative, i.e.
p∆b idq ˝∆ “ pidb∆q ˝∆
and
Linpp1b CpGqq∆pCpGqqq “ LinppCpGq b 1q∆pCpGqqq “ CpGq b CpGq.
In this case there exists a unique state h P CpGq˚ called the Haar state such
that for all a P CpGq
phb idq ˝∆paq “ pidb hq ˝∆paq “ hpaq1.
An element u “ puklq1ďk,lďn P MnpCpGqq “ Mn b CpGq is called an n-
dimensional representation of G if we have
∆puklq “
nÿ
j“1
ukj b ujl for all 1 ď k, l ď n.
A representation u is said to be unitary, if u is unitary, and irreducible, if the
only matrices T PMn with Tu “ uT are multiples of the identity matrix. Two
unitary representations u, v P MnpCpGqq are called (unitarily) equivalent (we
write u – v), if there exists a unitary matrix U P MnpCq such that Uu “ v U .
For two representations u P MnpCpGqq, v P MmpCpGqq we have the concept
of their direct sum u ‘ v P pMn ‘Mmq b CpGq Ď Mn`mpCpGqq. It is well-
known that any finite demensional representation is decomposed into a direct
sum of irreducible representations. If u is an irreducible unitary representation
appearing in the decomposition of another v, then we denote it by
u Ď v.
We also define their tensor product u J v by
u J v “ u13v23 PMn bMm bCpGq “MnmpCpGqq
following the leg notation. We recall a related notation u K v. Let u P MnpAq
and v PMnpBq for some C
˚-algebras A and B. Then, we define
u K v “ u12v13 PMnpAb Bq.
For A P MnpBpHqq, B P MnpBpKqq, C P MmpBpHqq and D P MmpBpKqq we
clearly have
(2.1) pA K Bq J pC K Dq “ pA J Cq K pB J Dq
in MnmpBpHq bBpKqq.
An important feature of compact quantum groups is the existence of the
dense ˚-subalgebra PolpGq, which is in fact a Hopf ˚-algebra with the coproduct
∆|PolpGq – so for example ∆ : PolpGq Ñ PolpGqdPolpGq. Fix a complete family
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pupsqqsPIrrpGq of mutually inequivalent irreducible unitary representations of G,
then tu
psq
kℓ : s P IrrpGq, 1 ď k, ℓ ď nsu (where ns denotes the dimension of u
psq) is
a linear basis of PolpGq, cf. [30, Proposition 5.1]. For each s P IrrpGq there exists
a unique positive matrix Qs P GLpnsq such that TrpQsq “ TrpQ
´1
s q “: ds ě ns
and we have for all s, t P IrrpGq
(2.2) h
´
u
psq
ij pu
ptq
kl q
˚
¯
“ δstδik
pQsql,j
ds
, h
´
pu
psq
ij q
˚u
ptq
kl
¯
“ δstδjl
pQ´1s qk,i
ds
.
The number ds is called the quantum dimension of the representation u
psq.
One can always assume, by choosing suitable representatives upsq, that all the
matrices Qs are diagonal, in which case we denote their diagonal entries simply
by qipsq, i “ 1, . . . , ns.
A compact quantum group always allows the reduced and the universal ver-
sions CrpGq and CupGq as follows. Let π : CpGq Ñ BpL
2pGqq be the GNS
representation of CpGq with respect to the Haar state h. Then CrpGq is given
by πpCpGqq Ď BpL2pGqq. The universal version CupGq is the C
˚-algebra com-
pletion of PolpGq with respect the C˚-norm || ¨ ||u given by
||a||u “ sup
π
||πpaq||,
where the supremum runs over all unital ˚-homomorphism π : PolpGq Ñ BpHq
for some Hilbert space H. Both of the versions are equiped with natural com-
pact quantum group structures with the transferred co-multiplications ∆r and
∆u. From the universality of CupGq we have a natural onto ˚-homomorphism
ρ : CupGq Ñ CrpGq extending the identity map on PolpGq. We call G co-
amenable if the map ρ is injective. Note that a classical compact group G is
always co-amenable.
2.2. Discrete quantum groups and the Fourier algebra of compact
quantum groups. To a compact quantum group G we can associate its dis-
crete dual quantum group pG. We begin with the C˚-algebra c0ppGq and the von
Neumann algebra ℓ8ppGq “ V NpGq given by
c0ppGq “ c0 - à
sPIrrpGq
Mns , ℓ
8ppGq “ ℓ8- à
sPIrrpGq
Mns .
There is a natural co-multiplication p∆ : ℓ8ppGq Ñ ℓ8ppGqb¯ ℓ8ppGq given by
pp∆ b idqU “ U12U13,
where U “ ‘sPIrrpGqu
psq is the multiplicative unitary in Mpc0ppGq bCpGqq. The
algebra ℓ8ppGq is equipped with the left and the right Haar weight phL and phR
given by phLpXq “ ÿ
sPIrrpGq
dsTrpXsQsq, phRpXq “ ÿ
sPIrrpGq
dsTrpXsQ
´1
s q
forX “ pXsqsPIrrpGq P c00ppGq, where c00ppGq is the subalgebra of c0ppGq consisting
of finitely supported elements.
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The latter algebra c00ppGq can be identified as a vector space with PolpGq
through the following Fourier transform on pG:
F “ F
pG : c00ppGq Ñ PolpGq, X ÞÑ pX ¨ phR b idqU.
Here we used the notation a ¨ ϕ : x ÞÑ ϕpxaq, ϕ ¨ a : x ÞÑ ϕpaxq for ϕ a linear
functional on some algebra A and a, x P A.
We can easily check that
(2.3) Fpesklq “ dsqlpsq
´1u
psq
lk
and so that F is a bijection. The algebraic dual PolpGq: is naturally equipped
with the structure of a multiplier Hopf ˚-algebra in the sense of Van Daele
[25], dual to the one of PolpGq. The Fourier transform F transfers the algebra
structure of PolpGq: to
ś
sPIrrpGqMns “ c00p
pGq:, which is coming from the co-
algebra structure of PolpGq. More precisely, for any X,Y P
ś
sPIrrpGqMns and
a P PolpGq we have
(2.4) xXY,F´1paq ¨ phRy “ xX b Y, pF´1 b F´1q ˝∆paq ¨ pphR b phRqy.
Indeed, for a “ u
psq
kl we can actually check that both of the above sides becomeřns
j“1pXsqkjpYsqjl by recalling (2.3). Note that the co-multiplication
p∆ on ℓ8ppGq
can be uniquely extended to the following map (still denoted by p∆ by abuse of
notation)
(2.5) p∆ : ź
sPIrrpGq
Mns Ñ
ź
s,tPIrrpGq
Mns bMnt ,
which can be computed, up to unitary equivalence, using Proposition 3.1 to be
explained later in the paper. See [20, Section 1.6] for other explanation.
The predual ℓ1ppGq “ ApGq of ℓ8ppGq “ V NpGq is equipped with the algebra
multiplication given by the preadjoint map p∆˚. We call pApGq, p∆˚q the Fourier
algebra on G. We have a natural embedding of c00ppGq into ApGq:
c00ppGq ãÑ ApGq, X ÞÑ X ¨ phR.
The Fourier transform can be extended from c00ppGq to ApGq,
F : ApGq Ñ CrpGq, ψ ÞÑ pψ b idqU,
where we use the same symbol by abuse of notation. Note that F is an injec-
tive homomorphism and the norm structure on ApGq is given by the duality
pApGq, V NpGqq. Thus, for the element X ¨ phR P ApGq with X “ pXsq P c00ppGq
we get the concrete norm formula as follows.
||X ¨ phR||ApGq “ ÿ
sPIrrpGq
ds ¨ ||XsQ
´1
s ||S1ns ,
where S1m refers to the trace class operators acting on ℓ
2
m. The Fourier transform
F also transfers the ˚-structure on PolpGq into c00ppGq Ď ApGq. Indeed, for
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X P c00ppGq we define X‹ given by FpX‹q “ FpXq˚. Then from the fact that
ppS b idqU˚ “ U we can easily check that
(2.6) FpX‹q “ FppphR ¨X˚q ˝ pSq,
where pS is the antipode of the dual quantum group pG.
In this article we are often interested in a homomorphism
ϕ : PolpGq Ñ BpHq
for some Hilbert space H and its transferred version
ϕ˜ :“ ϕ ˝ F : c00ppGq Ñ BpHq.
The map ϕ˜ can be understood as an element of v “ vϕ P
ś
sPIrrpGqpMnsbBpHqq,
which is given by
(2.7) vϕ “ pidb ϕqU
or equivalently
vϕ “ pv
psqqsPIrrpGq with v
psq “ pidb ϕqpupsqq.
Indeed, for ψ P PolpGq we have
xϕ˜, ψy “ ϕ ˝ Fpψq “ ϕppψ b idqUq “ pψ b ϕqU “ xψ, vϕy.
From this identification we can easily observe that ϕ˜ extends to a completely
bounded map from ApGq to BpHq if and only if v P V NpGqb¯BpHq, the spatial
tensor product of von Neumann algebras V NpGq and BpHq with
||ϕ˜||cb “ ||v||V NpGqb¯BpHq “ sup
sPIrrpGq
||vpsq||MnsbBpHq ă 8,
which we will frequently use later in the weighted context. Here, we are as-
suming that the readers are familiar with standard concepts of operator spaces
such as completely bounded maps and the cb-norm denoted by || ¨ ||cb. See [21]
for the details of operator space theory.
2.3. Closed quantum subgroups. A compact quantum group H is a closed
quantum subgroup of another compact quantum group G if there is a surjective
˚-homomorphism
(2.8) RH : PolpGq Ñ PolpHq
such that
∆H ˝RH “ pRH bRHq ˝∆G,
where ∆H and ∆G are the corresponding co-multiplications. In this case there
is a uniquely determined normal unital ˚-homomorphism
(2.9) ι : V NpHq Ñ V NpGq
such that p∆pG ˝ ι “ pιb ιq ˝ p∆pH.
The relationship between RH and ι is given by the equation
(2.10) pid bRHqUG “ pιb idqUH,
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where UG and UH are multiplicative unitaries of G and H, respectively ([27,
Lemma 2.10]).
2.4. Quantum double, SLqp2,Cq and the Iwasawa decomposition. For a
compact quantum group G we construct the quantum double G ✶ pG as follows.
The associated C˚-algebra is given by C0pG ✶ pGq :“ CpGq b c0ppGq with the
co-multiplication
∆C “ pidb ΣU b idqp∆ b p∆q,
where ΣU is the ˚-isomorphism given by
ΣU : CpGq b c0ppGq Ñ c0ppGq b CpGq, ab x ÞÑ Upxb aqU˚.
The left (and right) Haar weight on C0pG ✶ pGq is given by hb phR. We denote
the quantum double G ✶ pG shortly by GC when G “ Gq, the Drinfeld-Jimbo
q-deformation of a compact, semi-simple and simply connected Lie group G.
We are interested in the C˚-algebra spectrum spC0pGCq, i.e., the equivalence
classes of irreducible ˚-representations of the C˚-algebra C0pGCq. We know
that
spC0pGCq “ sp pCpGq b c0ppGqq – spCpGq ˆ sp c0ppGq
as topological spaces since c0ppGq is a direct sum of matrix algebras. We re-
mark that the above C˚-algebra spectra are known, namely spCpGq ([23]) and
sp c0ppGq – IrrpGq ([16]). It will turn out that the former information is not
needed for us, but the latter information will be crucial. Moreover, the latter
identification has been concretely established in [22] in the case of G “ SUqp2q,
´1 ă q ‰ 0 ă 1, which we describe below.
The C˚-algebra CpSUqp2qq is the universal C
˚-algebra with the two genera-
tors aq and cq satisfying the commutation relations which make
¨˝
aq ´qc
˚
q
cq a
˚
q
‚˛
unitary, i.e.,
a˚qaq ` c
˚
q cq “ I “ aqa
˚
q ` q
2c˚q cq, c
˚
q cq “ cqc
˚
q , aqcq “ qcqaq, aqc
˚
q “ qc
˚
qaq.
Moreover, the co-multiplication is determined by
∆paqq “ aq b aq ´ qc
˚
q b cq, ∆pcqq “ cq b aq ` a
˚
q b cq.
The representation theory of SUqp2q is well-known. We have
IrrpSUqp2qq “
1
2
Z` with dim s “ 2s` 1 for s P IrrpSUqp2qq.
Moreover, we have the following fusion rule:
up1{2q J upsq – ups`1{2q ‘ ups´1{2q, s P
1
2
Z`, s ě 1{2
with up0q “ 1 being the trivial representation. See [28] for more details.
In this paper we will focus on the quantum double SUqp2q ✶ {SUqp2q, which
is called the quantum Lorentz group SLqp2,Cq since it is regarded as the com-
plexification SUqp2qC of SUqp2q.
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3. The Beurling-Fourier algebra of a compact quantum group
We would like to consider a weighted version of ApGq following the construc-
tion for compact groups, which begins with the following understanding of the
coproduct on V NpGq.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a compact quantum group and X “ pXsqsPIrrpGq P
V NpGq. Then for each t1, t2 P IrrpGq we have the following unitary equivalencep∆pXqpt1, t2q – à
upsqĎupt1q J upt2q
Xs.
Moreover, the unitary matrix for the above equivalence is the same as the one
in the decomposition of upt1q J upt2q.
Proof. See [15, Proposition 4.2], which corrects a mistake regarding multiplicity
in [8, Proposition 4.3]. 
The above Proposition enables us to proceed just as in the compact group
case ([17, 18]), so that we define the (central) weights as follows.
Definition 3.2. We call w : IrrpGq Ñ p0,8q a weight on the dual of G if it
satisfies
(3.1) wpsq ď wptqwpt1q
whenever upsq Ď uptq J upt
1q. We assume in addition the weight w to be bounded
below, i.e. there is δ ą 0 such that wpsq ě δ for all s P IrrpGq.
The weights give rise to weighted versions ApG, wq and V NpG, w´1q of the
spaces ApGq and V NpGq. We begin with V NpG, w´1q given by
V NpG, w´1q :“ tY “ pYsqsPIrrpGq P
ź
sPIrrpGq
Mns : sup
sPIrrpGq
||Ys||Mns
wpsq
ă 8u,
where ||Y ||V NpG,w´1q :“ supsPIrrpGq wpsq
´1¨||Ys||Mns . We letW “ pwpsqIsqsPIrrpGq Pś
sPIrrpGqMns be the operator associated to the weight w and define the natural
isometry
Φ : V NpGq Ñ V NpG, w´1q, X “ pXsq ÞÑ XW “ pwpsqXsq.
We now define the weighted space ApG, wq to be the unique predual of V NpG, w´1q.
By recalling the embedding c00ppGq ãÑ ApGq, X ÞÑ X ¨ phR we can easily check
that for any X “ pXsq P c00ppGq we have
||X ¨ phR||ApG,wq “ ÿ
sPIrrpGq
dswpsq ¨ ||XsQ
´1
s ||S1ns .
By density we can see that the above formula extends to general elements in
ApG, wq, so that we have
ApG, wq “ tX ¨phR : X “ pXsq P ź
sPIrrpGq
Mns ,
ÿ
sPIrrpGq
dswpsq¨||XsQ
´1
s ||S1ns ă 8u.
The condition w being bounded below gives us the inclusion ApG, wq Ď ApGq.
We equip V NpG, w´1q with the operator space structure making the above map
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Φ a complete isometry, so that the predual ApG, wq “ V NpG, w´1q˚ also has
a natural operator space structure. Now Proposition 3.1 implies that (3.1) is
equivalent to
||p∆pW qpW´1 bW´1q||8 ď 1,
where we use the extended co-multiplication p∆ from (2.5), so that we have a
normal complete contractionp˜∆ : V NpGq Ñ V NpGˆGq, X ÞÑ p∆pXqp∆pW qpW´1 bW´1q.
Equivalently, we have a normal complete contractionp∆ : V NpG, w´1q Ñ V NpG ˆG, w´1 ˆw´1q, Y ÞÑ p∆pY q.
Thus, for a weight w : IrrpGq Ñ p0,8q on the dual of G the space pApG, wq, p∆˚q
becomes a completely contractive Banach algebra.
Definition 3.3. For a weight w on the dual of G we call pApG, wq, p∆˚q a
(central) Beurling-Fourier algebra on G.
The following are examples of weights.
Example 3.4. Let G be a quantum group such that IrrpGq is finitely generated
and let τ be the word length function τ associated to a fixed finite generating
set.
(1) For α ě 0 we define the polynomially growing weights wα given by
wαpsq :“ p1` τpsqq
α, s P IrrpGq.
(2) For β ě 1 we define the exponentially growing weights wβ given by
wβpsq :“ β
τpsq, s P IrrpGq.
The weights defined are bounded below by one, so we have ApG, wq Ď ApGq
contractively.
Proposition 3.5. Let ϕ : PolpGq Ñ BpHq be a homomorphism for some
Hilbert space H and vϕ “ pv
psqqsPIrrpGq P
ś
sPIrrpGqpMns b BpHqq be the as-
sociated element as in (2.7). Then the transferred homomorphism ϕ˜ “ ϕ ˝ F :
c00ppGq Ñ BpHq extends to a completely bounded map ϕ˜ : ApG, wq Ñ BpHq if
and only if vϕ P V NpG, w
´1qb¯BpHq with the cb-norm
||ϕ˜||cb “ sup
sPIrrpGq
wpsq´1||vpsq||MnsbBpHq ă 8.
Proof. Clear from the definitions. 
4. The Gelfand spectrum of Beurling-Fourier algebra and
complexification
We begin with the first scenario, namely investigating the Gelfand spectrum
of the Beurling-Fourier algebra ApG, wq. We expect a connection with some
complexification of G, which we describe below.
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Definition 4.1. We define rG to be the Gelfand spectrum SpecApGq of the
Banach algebra ApGq, i.e. the space of all non-zero homomorphisms from
the Banach algebra ApGq to C, and rGC to be SpecPolpGq, the space of all
non-zero homomorphisms from the algebra PolpGq to C. We equip topological
group structures on rG and rGC with the multiplications coming from V NpGq
and
ś
sPIrrpGqMns, respectively, and the corresponding weak
˚-topologies.
Remark 4.2. (1) In [20, Chapter 3] the groups rG and rGC are denoted
by H1ppG,Tq and H1ppG,C˚q, respectively. For a compact connected Lie
group G “ G we actually know that rGC is the Lie group complexification
of G. See [4, III. 8] or [20, Theorem 3.2.2] for example.
(2) In other words, we can writerG “ tX P V NpGq : p∆pXq “ X bX, X ‰ 0u
and rGC “ tX P ź
sPIrrpGq
Mns : p∆pXq “ X bX, X ‰ 0u,
where p∆ is the extended co-multiplication from (2.5). An observation
right after [20, Definition 3.1.3] actually tells us that we may replace the
condition X ‰ 0 by invertibility in the above, i.e. we haverGC “ tX P ź
sPIrrpGq
Mns : p∆pXq “ X bX, X invertibleu.
For the case of rG we may even use unitarity, i.e. we haverG “ tX P V NpGq : p∆pXq “ X bX, X unitaryu.
(3) The group rG has been already defined and investigated in [12] for a
general locally compact quantum group G. The definition of rG, however,
is given in an equivalent form.
(4) In [19] K. McKennon developed an abstract Lie theory for general, pos-
sibly non-Lie, compact groups. Recall that if G is a compact group,
then the Tannaka-Krein duality ([11, (30.5)]) tells us that G – tX P
V NpGq : p∆GpXq “ X b X, X ‰ 0u. Motivated from this McKennon
defined GC, gC and g as follows.
GC :“ tX P
ź
sPIrrpGq
Mns : p∆GpXq “ X bX, X ‰ 0u,
gC :“ tx P
ź
sPIrrpGq
Mns : p∆Gpxq “ xb I ` I b x, x ‰ 0u,
g :“ tx P gC : x “ ´x
˚u
It has been shown ([5, Proposition 3]) that x P gC (resp. g) if and
only if expptxq P GC (resp. G) for all t P R, where exp : gC Ñ
GC Ď
ś
sPIrrpGqMns is the exponential map for GC, which actually be-
comes matrix exponential map when we go down to each component
level, namely, Mns. Moreover, it also has been shown ([5, Proposition
11
3, Corollary 1]) that for any continuous homomorphism ϕ : R Ñ GC
(resp. ψ : R Ñ G) there is y P gC (resp. g) such that ϕptq “ expptyq.
Finally, we have a Cartan type decomposition ([19, Corollary 1, Theo-
rem 3])
(4.1) GC – G ¨ exppigq,
where the corresponding identification map is a homeomorphic group
isomorphism.
(5) Note that for a noncommutative C˚-algebra A, its Gelfand spectrum
SpecA “ tcharacters on Au
is only a subset of its C˚-algebraic spectrum
spA “ tirred. ˚-representations of A modulo unitary equivalenceu.
The group rG can be understood as a maximal classical closed quantum sub-
group of G.
Proposition 4.3. The topological group rG is a compact group. Moreover, it
is a maximal classical closed quantum subgroup of G in the sense that for any
classical closed quantum subgroup H of G we have an injective continuous group
homomorphism from H into rG.
Proof. We recall that the group rG is equipped with the weak˚-topology inher-
ited from V NpGq “ ApGq˚.
We first check the compactness of rG. Let pXiqiPI be a net in rG. Since
each Xi is a unitary the Alaoglu theorem gives us a subnet pXjq of pXiqiPI
such that Xj Ñ X P V NpGq in the weak
˚-topology. It is clear that we havep∆pXq “ X b X. Thus, it is enough to check that X ‰ 0 to see that X P rG.
Indeed, for the unit 10 of the algebra ApGq we have
xY, fy “ xY, f ˚ 10y “ xY, fy ¨ xY, 10y
for any Y P rG and f P ApGq, which clearly implies that xY, 10y “ 1 and
consequently xX, 10y “ 1 and X ‰ 0.
Secondly, we show that rG is actually a quantum closed subgroup of G. In-
deed, it is enough to consider the following ˚-homomorphism.
(4.2) π : CupGq Ñ CprGq, a ÞÑ πpaq
with πpaqpY q “ θY paq, where θY : CupGq Ñ C is the ˚-homomorphism ex-
tended from the ˚-homomorphism Θ : PolpGq Ñ C, X ÞÑ xX ¨ phR, Y y by
the universality of CupGq. Indeed, we have ΘpX
‹q “ xpphR ¨ X˚q ˝ pS, Y y “phRpX˚ pSpY qq “ phRpX˚Y ˚q “ xX ¨ phR, Y y, where we used the fact that pSpY q “
Y ˚ since p∆pY q “ Y b Y . The surjectivity of π can be obtained by the fact
that πpc00ppGqq – c00ppGq|rG and the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. The equality
pπb πq ˝∆u
G
“ ∆rG ˝ π on PolpGq is direct from (2.4) and we can apply density
and continuity for the whole algebra CupGq.
For the last statement we consider a classical closed quantum subgroup H
of G. Then we have the injective ˚-homomorphism ι : V NpHq Ñ V NpGq. For
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h P H we have λHphq P V NpHq satisfying p∆HpλHphqq “ λHphqbλHphq. Thus,
we have ιpλHphqq is a group-like element in V NpGq. Finally, we have H ÑrG, h ÞÑ ιpλHphqq is the continuous injective homomorphism we wanted. 
Remark 4.4. The paper [19] deals only the case of classical compact groups,
and the paper [12] does not discuss about fact that rG is a closed quantum sub-
group of G and its maximality among classical closed quantum subgroups.
Now we need to compare the group rGC with prGqC, the abstract complexifi-
cation of rG.
Theorem 4.5. The group rGC is isomorphic to the abstract complexification
prGqC of rG as topological groups.
Proof. Recall the map π from (4.2) characterizing closed quantum subgroup
structure of rG. Then it is straightforward to check that pidb πqUG is a vector-
valued function on rG given by
pidb πqUGpV q “ ‘sPIrrpGqVs
for V “ pVsqsPIrrpGq P rG Ď V NpGq. Now, the equation (2.10) tells us that the
associated embedding ι : V NprGq Ñ V NpGq (as in (2.9)) is actually given by
ιpλrGpV qq “ V for V “ pVsqsPIrrpGq P rG.
We will now establish a Cartan type decomposition for rGC using a standard
argument. We pick any X P rGC, then the polar decomposition X “ U |X|
also satisfies that U, |X| P rGC. Indeed, we know that X˚X P rGC, so that
|X| P rGC via functional calculus. Since X, and consequently |X|, are invertible
((2) of Remark 4.2) we also get U P rGC. Since U is unitary we actually have
U P rG. Moreover, for any z P C we have p∆G|X|z “ |X|z b |X|z by functional
calculus. In particular, p∆G|X|it “ |X|it b |X|it for all t P R, which means that
we have a continuous homomorphism from R to rG, namely, t ÞÑ |X|it. By (4)
of Remark 4.2 we have an element y in the abstract Lie algebra rg of rG such
that |X|it “ exprGp´tyq, t P R as elements in rG Ď V NprGq, where exprG is the
exponential map from rg to rG Ď V NprGq. From the observation we had in the
begining of this proof we actually get
|X|it “ ιpλrGpexprGp´tyqq, t P R
as elements in V NpGq. By the uniqueness of analytic functions we have |X|z “
ιpλrGpexprGpizyqq for any z P C, so that we get |X| “ ιpλrGpexprGpiyqq for z “ 1.
Consequently, we have
X “ U |X| “ U ¨ ιpλrGpexprGpiyqq
with U P rGC and y P rg. From the invertibility of X we know that U and y
are uniquely determined by X. Moreover, the maps X ÞÑ |X| and X ÞÑ U “
X|X|´1 are clearly continuous. Since the map rg Ñ prGqC, y ÞÑ exprGpiyq is a
homeomorphism onto its image by (4.1), we actually get a homeomorphismrGC – rGˆ rg, X ÞÑ pU, yq.
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Combining with the homeomorphism
prGqC – rGˆ rg, ιpλrGpUqq exprGpiyq ÞÑ pU, yq
from (4.1) we can conclude that the map X P rGC ÞÑ ιpλrGpUqq exprGpiyq P prGqC
is a homeomorphic group isomomorphism. 
Remark 4.6. From the definition we have SpecApG, wq Ď rGC. The above
Theorem 4.5 allows us to claim that Beurling-Fourier algebras can detect the
structure of the complexification of the maximal classical closed subgroup of G.
In the following subsections we will consider several concrete examples.
4.1. The case of free orthogonal quantum group O`F . We recall the def-
inition of the universal (or free) orthogonal compact quantum group O`F from
[24] for F P GLnpCq with FF¯ “ ˘I. The C
˚-algebra CpO`F q is the universal
C˚-algebra with the generators U “ puijq
n
i,j“1 satisfying the relations
(4.3)
#
UU˚ “ U˚U “ I,
UF “ FU,
where U “ pu˚ijq
n
i,j“1, so that we clearly have CpO
`
F q “ CupO
`
F q. The co-
multiplication on CpO`F q is determined by ∆puijq “
řn
k“1 uikbukj, 1 ď i, j ď n.
The fusion rule for O`F is the same as the one of SUp2q ([1]), which means that
IrrpO`F q “
1
2
Z`, u
p0q “ 1, up1{2q “ U “ puijq
n
i,j“1 and
up1{2q J upsq – ups`1{2q ‘ ups´1{2q for s ě
1
2
.
Note that IrrpO`F q is singly generated by u
p1{2q and the above fusion rule tells
us that the corresponding word length function τ is given by
τpsq “ 2s, s P
1
2
Z`.
The classical dimension is given by ns “ U2spnq, where pU2sqně0 denotes the
Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind.
Theorem 4.7. Let β ě 1. We have ĆpO`F qC – tV P GLnpCq : V FV t “ F u as
topological groups and for the exponential weight wβ on the dual of CpO
`
F q as
in Example 3.4 we have
SpecApO`F , wβq – tV P GLnpCq : V FV
t “ F, 1 ď ||V ||8 ď βu
as topological spaces.
Proof. A non-zero character ϕ : PolpO`F q Ñ C is determined by two matrices
V “ pϕpuijqq
n
i,j“1 and W “ pϕpu
˚
jiqq
n
i,j“1 in Mn. It is easy to see that (4.3)
implies that V and W satisfy
(4.4)
#
VW “WV “ I,
V F “ FW t
ô
#
VW “WV “ I,
V FV t “ F,
where W t refers to the transpose of W . Conversely, any matrices V and W
satisfying (4.4) define a non-zero character ϕ : PolpO`F q Ñ C. Since W “ V
´1
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this gives the first assertion. Moreover, in this case we know that Inbϕpu
1{2q “
V . Together with the above fusion rule we can easily see that the map ϕ ÞÑ V
is a homeomorphism between SpecPolpO`F q and tV P GLnpCq : V FV
t “ F u
with the subspace topology inherited from the usual topology of GLnpCq.
For the second statement we note that the fusion rule is preserved by the
character ϕ, so that for any s P 1
2
Z` with s ě 1{2 we get
vp1{2q b vpsq – vps`1{2q ‘ vps´1{2q,
where v P
ś
sP 1
2
Z`
Mns is the element corresponding to ϕ. Thus, we have the
following recurrence relation for the sequence of the norms ||vpsq||8.
||vp1{2q||8 ¨ ||v
psq||8 “ maxt||v
ps`1{2q||8, ||v
ps´1{2q||8u.
From (4.4) we have ||F ||8 ď ||V ||8 ¨ ||F ||8 ¨ ||V
t||8, which means that
||vp1{2q||8 “ ||V ||8 ě 1.
Thus, a simple induction with the observation that vp0q “ ϕp1q “ 1 tells us
||vpsq||8 “ ||V ||
2s
8 , s P
1
2
Z`,
which gives us the bijection
ϕ P SpecApO`F , wβq ÞÑ V P GLnpCq such that V FV
t “ F, 1 ď ||V ||8 ď β.
Continuity of the above map is clear from the continuity of the map ϕ P
SpecPolpO`F q ÞÑ V P GLnpCq such that V FV
t “ F. Now we recall that a conti-
nous bijection from a compact space into Hausdorff space is a homeomorphism,
which gives us the conclusion we wanted.

Remark 4.8. As in the classical case we can see thatď
βě1
SpecApO`F , wβq –
ĆpO`F qC
as topological spaces.
When F “
»– 0 1
´q´1 0
fifl, ´1 ă q ‰ 0 ă 1 we get O`F – SUqp2q as compact
quantum groups. We would like to transfer the above result to the setting of
SUqp2q for later use. Let ϕ : PolpSUqp2qq Ñ C be a non-zero character. By
examining the commutation relations it is straightforward to check that
ϕpcqq “ ϕpc
˚
q q “ 0 and ϕpaqq “ ρ P Czt0u.
Thus, we get
||vpsq||8 “ maxt|ρ| ,
ˇˇ
ρ´1
ˇˇ
u2s, s P
1
2
Z`.
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Theorem 4.9. We have ČSUqp2qC – Czt0u as topological groups and for the
exponential weight wβ on the dual of SUqp2q as in Example 3.4 we have
SpecApSUqp2q, wβq – tρ P Czt0u :
1
β
ď |ρ| ď βu
– tV “
»–ρ 0
0 ρ´1
fifl PM2pCq : ||V ||8 ď βu
as topological spaces.
4.2. The case of free unitary quantum group U`F . We recall the definition
of the compact quantum group U`F from [2] for F P GLnpCq. The C
˚-algebra
CpU`F q is the universal C
˚-algebra with the generators U “ puijq
n
i,j“1 satisfying
the relations
(4.5)
#
UU˚ “ U˚U “ I,
pFUF´1q˚FUF´1 “ I
ô
#
UU˚ “ U˚U “ I,
U tF ˚FU “ F ˚F,
where U t “ pujiq
n
i,j“1, so that we clearly have CpU
`
F q “ CupU
`
F q. The co-
multiplication is again determined by ∆puijq “
řn
k“1 uik b ukj. The fusion rule
for U`F is more involved than the one for AopF q. We have IrrpU
`
F q “ F
`
2
, the
free semigroup with two generators tg1, g2u and with unit e. Recall that F
`
2
is
equipped with an anti-multiplicative involution g ÞÑ g¯ defined by
e¯ “ e, g¯1 “ g2, g¯2 “ g1.
Then, we have
upgq J uphq –
à
g“ασ, h“σ¯β
upαβq, g, h P F`
2
.
If we focus on the case of h “ g1, then the above rule becomes
upgq J upg1q –
#
upgg1q ‘ upgg
´1
2
q if g ends with g2
upgg1q if g ends with g1
.
Similarly we have
upgq J upg2q –
#
upgg2q ‘ upgg
´1
1
q if g ends with g1
upgg2q if g ends with g2
.
Note that upg1q “ U and upg2q “ U , and that tupg1q, upg2qu is the canonical gen-
erating set of IrrpAupF qq. The above fusion rule tells us that the corresponding
word length function τ is the same as the word length function of F`
2
using the
generating set tg1, g2u.
Theorem 4.10. We have ĆpU`F qC – tV P GLnpCq : V pF ˚F qt “ pF ˚F qtV u as
topological groups and for the exponential weight wβ on the dual of U
`
F as in
Example 3.4 we have
SpecApU`F , wβq
– tV P GLnpCq : V pF
˚F qt “ pF ˚F qtV, ||V ||8 ď β, ||V
´1||8 ď βu
as topological spaces.
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Proof. It is straightforward to see that a non-zero character ϕ : PolpU`F q Ñ C
is in 1-1 correspondence with V P GLnpCq satisfying V pF
˚F qt “ pF ˚F qtV ,
where V is given by V “ pϕpuijqq
n
i,j“1, and that this 1-1 correspondence defines
a homeomorphism. Note that ϕ is a ˚-character if and only if V is a unitary.
The character ϕ preserves the fusion rules, so that a simple induction on the
length |g| of g tells us that
||vpgq||8 “ ||V ||
n
8 ¨ ||V
´1||m8,
where n and m are the numbers of g1’s and g2’s in g, respectively. Indeed, the
cases |g| “ 0 and |g| “ 1 are trivial. Suppose that we have the conclusion for
|g| ď k, k ě 1, and we consider the case |g| “ k ` 1. If we write g “ hh1
with |h| “ k, then we have four possible decompositions of vphh
1q b vph
2
q since
h1, h
2
P tg1, g2u. Now we examine all of the four cases with the observations
vpeq “ 1 and 1 ď ||V ||8 ¨ ||V
´1||8 (from the equation V pF
˚F qtV ´1 “ pF ˚F qt)
to get the conclusion we wanted. Note that the topological considerations can
be done in a similar way as in Theorem 4.7. 
Remark 4.11. As in the classical case we can see thatď
βě1
SpecApU`F , wβq – p
ĂU`F qC
as topological spaces.
4.3. The case of S`n . We recall the definition of Wang’s free permutation
quantum group S`n , cf. [26]. The C
˚-algebra CpS`n q is the universal C
˚-algebra
with the generators U “ puijq
n
i,j“1 satisfying the relations
(4.6)
#
uij “ u
2
ij “ u
˚
ij for 1 ď i, j ď n,řn
i“1 uij “ 1 “
řn
i“1 uji for 1 ď j ď n,
so that we clearly have CpS`n q “ CupS
`
n q. The co-multiplication on CpS
`
n q is
determined by ∆puijq “
řn
k“1 uik b ukj, 1 ď i, j ď n. From now on we suppose
n ě 4. Then the fusion rule for S`n is the same as the one of SOp3q, which
means that IrrpS`n q “ Z`, u
p0q “ 1, U “ puijq
n
i,j“1 – 1‘ u
p1q and
up1q J upsq – ups`1q ‘ upsq ‘ ups´1q for s ě 1,
cf. [3]. Note that due to the second relation in (4.6), the defining representa-
tion of S`n is not irreducible, but contains the trivial representation. But after
decomposing it into irreducible representations it contains only one other repre-
sentation which we denote by up1q and which generates IrrpS`n q. The associated
length function is simply τpsq “ s.
A character ϕ on PolpS`n q is uniquely determined by its values on the gen-
erators vij “ ϕpuijq, 1 ď i, j ď n. Due to the first set of relations in (4.6)
we get vij P t0, 1u, and then the second set of relations in (4.6) implies that
V “ pvijq
n
i,j“1 is a permutations matrix, i.e., a matrix that has exactly one
coefficient equal to one in each row and column, and all other coefficients are
equal to zero. We see that all characters on S`n are hermitian and extend to
characters on the universal C˚-algebra CpS`n q. By appealing to [12, Theorem
17
3.11] and the fact that the weight w : xS`n Ñ p0,8q is bounded below we have
the following.
Theorem 4.12. The spectra associated to S`n coincide (as topological groups),
and we have ĂS`n – ĆpS`n qC – SpecCpS`n q – Sn,
where Sn denotes the n-th permutation group. In particular, we have
Sn –
ĆpS`n qC – SpecApS`n , wq
as topological groups.
5. Beurling-Fourier algebras on SUqp2q and their finite
dimensional representations
In this section we will investigate the second, more general scenario, namely
examining finite dimensional representations on Beurling-Fourier algebras com-
ing from the complexification structure of the underlying compact quantum
group under the general philosophy that Beurling-Fourier algebras can detect
the structure of complexification. Instead of developing the general theory we
will focus on a special case, namely SUqp2q whose complexifications is SLqp2,Cq.
More precisely we begin with an element π P spC0pSLqp2,Cqq of the C
˚-
algebraic spectrum of C0pSLqp2,Cqq, i.e. π : C0pSLqp2,Cqq Ñ BpHq is an
irreducible ˚-representation for some Hilbert space H, which naturally requires
details of SLqp2,Cq. We provide a summary of [22, 29] in the following two
subsections.
5.1. SLqp2,Cq, SUqp2q and ANq-matrices. It is natural to expect to have
generators of the C˚-algebra C0pSLqp2,Cqq similar to the coordinate functions
on SLp2,Cq. For that purpose the authors of [22] introduced the concept of
a SLqp2,Cq-matrix ([22]), which is a 2 ˆ 2-matrix A “
»–a b
c d
fifl P M2pBpHqq
for some Hilbert space H whose coefficients a, b, c, d satisfy the following 17
commutation relations.$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
ab “ qba, ac “ qca, ad´ qbc “ I,
bc “ cb, bd “ qdb, cd “ qdc,
ca˚ “ qa˚c, da˚ “ a˚d, da´ q´1bc “ I,
cb˚ “ b˚c, dc˚ “ q´1c˚d, cc˚ “ c˚c,
ba˚ “ q´1a˚b` q´1p1´ q2qc˚d, db˚ “ qb˚d´ qp1´ q2qa˚c,
aa˚ “ a˚a` p1´ q2qc˚c, dd˚ “ d˚d´ p1´ q2qc˚c,
bb˚ “ b˚b` p1´ q2qpd˚d´ a˚aq ´ p1´ q2q2c˚c.
When A is a unitary, then the matrix is of the form
»–a ´qc˚
c a˚
fifl and the list
of relations collapses down to the ones of the generators aq and cq of SUqp2q,
namely, a˚a ` c˚c “ I “ aa˚ ` q2c˚c, c˚c “ cc˚, ac “ qca, ac˚ “ qc˚a, so
that we call it a SUqp2q-matrix. When A has a zero term in the p2, 1q-entry,
then it is of the form
»–a n
0 a´1
fifl and the list of relations collapses down to the
following:
aa˚ “ a˚a, an “ qna, na˚ “ q´1a˚n, nn˚ “ n˚n` p1´ q2qppa˚aq´1 ´ a˚aq.
We call A an ANq-matrix, if in addition spec a Ď Sq, where the set Sq is given
by
Sq :“
#
R`, q ą 0
t|q|xeiπx : x P Ru Y t0u, q ă 0.
In the proof of [22, theorem 5.1] the authors introduced a family of irreducible
ANq-matrices as follows: For each s P
1
2
Z` we define operators a
d
s and n
d
s acting
on ℓ2
2s`1 by #
adsek “ q
kek,
ndsek “
b
|q|´2s ´ |q|´2k ´ |q|2k`2 ` |q|2s`2ek`1
for k “ ´s,´s ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s, where tek : k “ ´s,´s ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , su is the canonical
orthonormal basis for ℓ2
2s`1 and es`1 “ 0.
It has been noted ([22, p. 414]) that any irreducible ANq-matrix is (upto
unitary equivalence) of the form
(5.1) As :“
»–ads nds
0 padsq
´1
fifl
for some s P 1
2
Z`. We will prove later that
A 1
2
bAs – As` 1
2
‘As´ 1
2
for s ě 1
2
, cf. Lemma 5.5.
We consider their (unbounded) direct sums#
ad :“ ‘sP 1
2
Z`
ads,
nd :“ ‘sP 1
2
Z`
nds
and the following four (unbounded) elements
$’’’&’’’%
α :“ aq b a
d,
β :“ aq b n
d ´ qc˚q b pa
dq´1,
γ :“ cq b a
d,
δ :“ cq b n
d ` a˚q b pa
dq´1.
The elements ad and nd are affiliated to the C˚-algebra c0p{SUqp2qq and the
elements α, β, γ, δ are affiliated to C0pSLqp2,Cqq. Recall that the concept of
“affiliated element” of a C˚-algebra has been introduced in [29]. We write bηB
when an element b is affiliated with a C˚-algebra B. In the particular case of
B “ c0- ‘αPI Bα for unital C
˚-algebras Bα we actually have that bηB if and
only if b “ pbαqαPI with bα P Bα for all α P I. Note that the set of all ele-
ments affiliated to the above A allows a natural ˚-algebra structure. Note also
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that any ˚-representation between C˚-algebras can be uniquely extended to
affiliated elements. The elements ad, nd and α, β, γ, δ generate the C˚-algebras
c0p{SUqp2qq and C0pSLqp2,Cqq, respectively, in the following sense: For any
ANq-matrix
»–a˜ n˜
0 a˜´1
fifl acting on a Hilbert space H there is a unique nonde-
generate ˚-homomorphism π : c0p{SUqp2qq Ñ BpHq such that πpadq “ a˜ and
πpndq “ n˜, where we use the canonical extension of π to the affiliated elements.
Similarly, for any SLqp2,Cq-matrix
»–a b
c d
fifl acting on a Hilbert space H there
is a unique ˚-homomorphism π : C0pSLqp2,Cqq Ñ BpHq such that πpαq “ a,
πpβq “ b, πpγq “ c and πpδq “ d. We would like to record the last observation
as follows.
Proposition 5.1. For any Hilbert space H there is a 1-1 correspondence be-
tween ˚-homomorphisms π : C0pSLqp2,Cqq Ñ BpHq and SLqp2,Cq-matrices
A PM2pBpHqq.
5.2. The Iwasawa decomposition for SLqp2,Cq. In [22, Theorem 1.3] the
following Iwasawa decomposition has been proved. Recall that two operators
X, Y P BpHq doubly commute if XY “ Y X and XY ˚ “ Y ˚X.
Theorem 5.2. [22, Theorem 1.3] For any SLqp2,Cq-matrix A PM2pBpHqq we
have a unique decomposition A “ AcAd where Ac is a SUqp2q-matrix and Ad is
an ANq-matrix acting on the same Hilbert space H. The matrix elements of Ac
doubly commute with matrix elements of Ad. Moreover, the matrix elements of
Ac and Ad belong to the C
˚-algebra generated by matrix elements of A.
The Iwasawa decomposition allows us a further correspondence as follows.
Let A be an SLqp2,Cq-matrix acting on a Hilbert space H with the Iwasawa
decomposition
A “ AcAd, Ac “
»–a ´qc˚
c a˚
fifl and Ad “
»–a˜ n˜
0 a˜´1
fifl .
Proposition 5.3. We have the identification of
spC0pSLqp2,Cqq – spCpSUqp2qq ˆ sp c0p{SUqp2qq
as topological spaces, via the mapping A ÞÑ pAc, Adq. Moreover, we have
1
2
Z` –
sp c0p{SUqp2qq via the mapping s P 12Z` ÞÑ As from (5.1).
We end this subsection with a discussion how we get a homomorphism ϕ “
ϕA from PolpSUqp2qq into BpHq out of a ˚-homomorphism from C0pSLqp2,Cqq
into BpHq.
Let π “ πA : C0pSLqp2,Cqq Ñ BpHq be the associated ˚-homomorphism.
Let A be the ˚-algebra of all elements affiliated to C0pSLqp2,Cqq and Ahol be
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the subalgebra of A generated by α, β, γ, δ. Then by [22, Proposition 6.1] we
have the following linear multiplicative bijection.
Q : Ahol Ñ PolpSUqp2qq
such that Qpαq “ aq, Qpβq “ ´qc
˚
q , Qpγq “ cq and Qpδq “ a
˚
q . This allows us
to define a homomorphism ϕ “ ϕA from PolpSUqp2qq into BpHq as follows.
ϕA : PolpSUqp2qq
Q´1
ÝÑ Ahol Ď A
πAÝÑ BpHq,
where πA denotes the extended ˚-homomorphism. Note that it is straightfor-
ward to check that the extended ˚-homomorphism πA is unital. Now we repeat
the construction of the homomorphisms ϕc “ ϕAc and ϕd “ ϕAd using the fact
that Ac and Ad are also SLqp2,Cq-matrices. Moreover, we get the associated
elements (as in Section 2.2)
vA “ vϕA , vc “ vϕc , vd “ vϕd P
ź
sPIrrpGq
pMns bBpHqq,
respectively. Note that we can easily check ϕc extends to a ˚-homomorphism
from CpSUqp2qq into BpHq.
5.3. Finite dimensional representations which are (completely) bounded
on Beurling-Fourier algebras of SUqp2q. Let us return to an irreducible
˚-representation π : C0pSLqp2,Cqq Ñ BpHq for some Hilbert space H. By
Proposition 5.1 we know that there is a corresponding SLqp2,Cq-matrix A P
M2pBpHqq with the Iwasawa decomposition A “ AcAd (Theorem 5.2). We
recall the associated homomorphisms ϕ “ ϕA, ϕc “ ϕAc and ϕd “ ϕAd from
PolpSUqp2qq into BpHq with the corresponding elements v “ vA, vc and vd as
in the end of Section 5.2.
Proposition 5.4. Let s P 1
2
Z` be arbitrary. Then, we have the following.
(1) We have vpsq “ v
psq
c v
psq
d PM2s`1 bBpHq.
(2) The element v
psq
c is a unitary.
(3) The transferred homomorphism ϕ˜ “ ϕ˝F : PolpSUqp2qq Ñ BpHq (as in
Section 2.2) extends to a completely bounded map from ApSUqp2q, wq if
and only if ϕ˜d “ ϕd ˝F : PolpSUqp2qq Ñ BpHq extends to a completely
bounded map from ApSUqp2q, wq, in which case they have the same cb-
norms.
Proof. (1) For s “ 0 we clearly have vp0q “ ϕp1q “ ϕcp1qϕdp1q “ v
p0q
c v
p0q
d . The
case s “ 1{2 is exactly the Iwasawa decomposition itself, see Theorem 5.2.
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For s ě 1 we can use the fusion rule of SUqp2q for the conclusion. We check
the case s “ 1 as a demonstration. From the fusion rule we have
pid b ϕqpup1qq ‘ ϕp1q
“ pidb ϕqpup1q ‘ 1q
– pidb ϕqpup1{2q J up1{2qq
“ pidb ϕqpup1{2qq J pidb ϕqpup1{2qq
“ pidb ϕcqpu
p1{2qqpidb ϕdqpu
p1{2qq J pidb ϕcqpu
p1{2qqpid b ϕdqpu
p1{2qq
“ rpidb ϕcqpu
p1{2qq J pidb ϕcqpu
p1{2qqsrpid b ϕdqpu
p1{2qq J pidb ϕdqpu
p1{2qqs
– pidb ϕcqpu
p1q ‘ 1qpid b ϕdqpu
p1q ‘ 1q
“ pidb ϕcqpu
p1qqpidb ϕdqpu
p1qq ‘ ϕcp1qϕdp1q
Note that we are using the same unitaries for the equivalences so that we
actually get the equality
vp1q “ pidb ϕqpup1qq “ pidb ϕcqpu
p1qqpid b ϕdqpu
p1qq “ vp1qc v
p1q
d
by looking at the first summand.
(2) This can be checked using the fusion rule as above.
(3) Clear from the above.

The above Proposition 5.4 explains why it is enough to focus only on the case
when A itself is a ANq-matrix. Furthermore, the irreducibility of the associated
˚-representation π : C0pSLqp2,Cqq Ñ BpHq forces A to be of the form of As
for s P 1
2
Z` from (5.1) with the associated unital homomorphism
ϕs : PolpSUqp2qq ÑM2s`1.
Before we proceed to the main result we need to understand more on irreducible
ANq-matrices. For two ANq-matrices A P M2pBpHqq and B P M2pBpKqq we
define A K B PM2pBpH bKqq, which is also an ANq-matrix ([22, Proposition
1.2]).
Lemma 5.5. We have the following.
(1) For each s P 1
2
Z` with s ě 1{2 we have
A1{2 K As – As`1{2 ‘As´1{2.
(2) Let A P M2pBpHqq and B P M2pBpKqq be ANq-matrices. Let ϕA, ϕB
and ϕA K B be the homomorphisms from PolpSUqp2qq associated to A,
B and A K B, respectively with the corresponding elements vA, vB and
vA K B. Then we have
v
ptq
A K B
“ v
ptq
A
K v
ptq
B for each t P
1
2
Z`.
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Proof. (1) We need to show the following unitary equivalence.»–ad1{2 nd1{2
0 pad
1{2q
´1
fifl K
»–ads nds
0 padsq
´1
fifl
–
»–ads`1{2 nds`1{2
0 pad
s`1{2q
´1
fifl‘
»–ads´1{2 nds´1{2
0 pad
s´1{2q
´1
fifl .
First, we recall that spec ads “ tq
´s, q´s`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qsu. Since the left hand side
is also a ANq-matrix acting on finite dimensional Hilbert space it must be
decomposed into a direct sum of the irreducible ones. Thus, the comparison of
the spectrum of the p1, 1q-entry on both sides gives us the conclusion.
(2) We use the fusion rule again for the conclusion. The cases t “ 0 and
t “ 1{2 are trivial. We check the case of t “ 1 as a demonstration. From the
fusion rule and (2.1) we have
v
p1q
A K B
‘ 1
“ pidb ϕA K Bqpu
p1qq ‘ ϕA K Bp1q “ pid b ϕA K Bqpu
p1q ‘ 1q
– pidb ϕA K Bqpu
p1{2q J up1{2qq “ pid b ϕA K Bqpu
p1{2qq J pidb ϕA K Bqpu
p1{2qq
“ pA K Bq J pA K Bq “ pA J Aq K pB J Bq
“ ppid b ϕAqpu
p1{2qq J pidb ϕAqpu
p1{2qqq K ppid b ϕBqpu
p1{2qq J pidb ϕBqpu
p1{2qqq
“ ppid b ϕAqpu
p1{2q J up1{2qqq K ppidb ϕBqpu
p1{2q J up1{2qqq
– pidb ϕAqpu
p1q ‘ 1q K pidb ϕBqpu
p1q ‘ 1q
“ pv
p1q
A ‘ 1q
K pv
p1q
B ‘ 1q “ pv
p1q
A
K v
p1q
B q ‘ 1
Note that we are using the same unitaries for the equivalences so that we
actually get the equality
v
p1q
A K B
“ v
p1q
A
K v
p1q
B
by looking at the first summand. 
Now we have the main technical result.
Theorem 5.6. Let vs “ pv
ptq
s qtP 1
2
Z`
P
ś
tP 1
2
Z`
M2t`1 bM2s`1 be the element
associated to the ANq-matrix As from (5.1). Then, there is a constant Cq
depending only on q such that
|q|´2st ď ||vptqs ||8 ď C
s
q |q|
´2st , @s, t P
1
2
Z`.
Proof. From the above Lemma 5.5 we have
v
ptq
1{2
K vptqs – v
ptq
s`1{2 ‘ v
ptq
s´1{2
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for each s, t P 1
2
Z` with s ě 1{2. Now by the fact that the matrix multiplication
MnpbMn ÑMn, AbB ÞÑ AB is a complete contraction we have
||v
ptq
1{2
K vptqs ||8 ď ||v
ptq
1{2||8 ¨ ||v
ptq
s ||8.
Then the unitary equivalence tells us that
||v
ptq
s`1{2||8 ď ||v
ptq
1{2||8 ¨ ||v
ptq
s ||8,
so that we have
||vptqs ||8 ď ||v
ptq
1{2||
2s
8 “ ||pid b ϕ1{2qpu
ptqq||2s8 .
From this point on we would like to estimate ||pid b ϕ1{2qpu
ptqq||8 using the
following detailed information on the matrix coefficient of uptq. For n,m P
t´t,´t` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t´ 1, tu we have ([14, Proposition 5.2])
uptqnm “
ˆ
2t
t´ n
˙ 1
2
q´2
ˆ
2t
t´m
˙´ 1
2
q´2
pt´nq^pt`mqÿ
i“0_pm´nq
qpt´n´iqpn´m`2iqq´ipn´m`iq
ˆ
ˆ
t´ n
i
˙
q´2
ˆ
t` n
t`m´ i
˙
q´2
p´qc˚q q
icn´m`iq a
t´n´i
q pa
˚
q q
t`m´i,
where
`
a
b
˘
q
are the q-binomial coefficients given byˆ
a
b
˙
q
“
śa
j“1p1´ q
jqśb
j“1p1´ q
jq ¨
śa´b
j“1p1´ q
jq
.
Since ϕ1{2pcqq “ 0 and ϕ1{2p´qc
˚
q q “ n
d
1{2 “
»– 0 0
q´
1
2 p1´ q2q 0
fifl with pnd
1{2q
2 “
0, we can easily see that the only surviving terms in the summation of ϕ1{2pu
ptq
nmq
are the cases i “ m´ n “ 0 and i “ m´ n “ 1. When i “ m´ n “ 0 we get
ϕ1{2pu
ptq
nnq “ pa
d
1{2q
´2n,
where ad
1{2 “
»–q´ 12 0
0 q
1
2
fifl. When i “ m´ n “ 1 we have
ϕ1{2pu
ptq
n,n`1q
“
ˆ
2t
t´ n
˙ 1
2
q´2
ˆ
2t
t´ n´ 1
˙´ 1
2
q´2
ˆ
t´ n
1
˙
q´2
qt´n´1nd
1{2pa
d
1{2q
´2n´1
“
˜
1´ q´2pt`n`1q
1´ q´2pt´nq
¸ 1
2
¨
1´ q´2pt´nq
1´ q´2
¨ qt´n´1 ¨
»–q´ 12 p1´ q2qqn` 12 0
0 0
fifl .
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Thus, we have
||pid b ϕ1{2qpu
ptqq||8
ď ||
ÿ
´lďnďl
enn b ϕ1{2pu
ptq
nnq||8 ` ||
ÿ
´lďnăl
en,n`1 b ϕ1{2pu
ptq
n,n`1q||8
“ max
´lďnďl
||ϕ1{2pu
ptq
nnq||8 ` max
´lďnăl
||ϕ1{2pu
ptq
n,n`1q||8
“ Cq|q|
´t
for some constant Cq depending only on q. This gives us the upper bound we
wanted.
For the lower bound we consider the restriction down to one of the diagonals.
First, we observe that ϕspPolpSUqp2qqq Ď L2s`1, where Ln is the subalgebra of
Mn consisting of lower triangular matrices. The advantage of the range of ϕs
being lower triangular matrices is that the canonical projection
P2s`1 : L2s`1 Ñ D2s`1
onto the algebra of diagonal matrices D2s`1 is multiplicative. Finally, by com-
posing the evaluation functional
ψs : D2s`1 Ñ C, pakq´sďkďs ÞÑ a´s,
which is also multiplicative, with ϕs and E2s`1 we get a non-zero character
Φs : PolpSUqp2qq
ϕs
Ñ L2s`1
E2s`1
Ñ D2s`1
ψs
Ñ C
satisfying Φspaqq “ q
´s,Φspa
˚
q q “ q
s,Φspcqq “ Φspc
˚
q q “ 0. Then Theorem 4.9
gives us the lower bound. 
Combining all the above we get the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.7. Let wβ, β ě 1 be the exponential weight on the dual of SUqp2q
from Example 3.4, i.e. wβpsq “ β
τpsq “ β2s, s P 1
2
Z`. Let ϕs be the unital
homomorphism associated to the ANq-matrix As, s P
1
2
Z` from (5.1). Then,
the transferred homomorphism ϕ˜s extends to a (completely) bounded map on
ApSUqp2q, wβq if and only if |q|
´s ď β. Moreover, we have
spC0pSLqp2,Cqq
– spCpSUqp2qq ˆ
ď
βě1
tAs : s P
1
2
Z`, ϕ˜s is bounded on ApSUqp2q, wβqu
as topological spaces.
Proof. Note that
||ϕ˜s : ApSUqp2q, wβq ÑM2s`1||cb “ sup
tP 1
2
Z`
||v
ptq
s ||8
wβptq
“ sup
tP 1
2
Z`
||v
ptq
s ||8
β2t
.
This gives the first assertion with Theorem 5.6 since the map ϕ˜s with the finite
dimensional range is completely bounded if and only if it is bounded.
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For the second assertion we only need to observe that
sp c0p{SUqp2qq – 1
2
Z` –
ď
βě1
tAs : s P
1
2
Z`, ϕ˜s is bounded on ApSUqp2q, wβq
by Proposition 5.3. 
Remark 5.8. (1) If we apply a similar argument using the fusion rule as
in the character case, then we get the upper bound.›››vptqϕs ›››8 ď Ctq |q|´2st .
Note that the above estimate involves t instead of s, which is not the
conclusion we wanted.
(2) In general we do not know the exact formula of v
ptq
ϕs except the case of
s “ 1{2. That is the main technical difficulty we have.
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